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A brie] JC'3w;pli(>.1J 1$ gic'CTloj 11t~G-EXEC data kantilm,g system. JIj jurwbilil), for resource
d(1rtl h(J}wlilrg is noted, Severo! examples of its USe' for resource data are described, im'/mfing
sand and grlu-d. limestone, an.d miNe-l',d.f. KEY WO~.DS: d~ta systems, data processing.
da ta fj les.

IN'fRonUCTION
Resource assessment, and allied fields of resource accounting and manage
ment, form a large and complex. subject area. Problems tractable by human
understanding ale of limited size and must be derived from the total subject
by red uetion. This red uct ion req uires data selection to produce a relevan l
subset of the total data available. It al so requ ires an analysis of the Problem
into, its component subtasks, and the treatment of the subset data by subtask
processes wh ich mimic the equ ivalen t human process] Ilg ope rations.

It is suggested that a computer 5.ystem, which provides these problem
reduction facilities is likely to be efficient and useful, G·EXEC has been used
in this way in the ndd of resource data handling.

G-EXEC is a machine-independent data handling system in daily use for
many kinds of data including data for resource analysis, It provides data
base management, and many other racUities including several kinds of
statistical treatments, display in several forms, file tran sforrnat ions, sorts
and merges, and retrieval from a single file or groups or linked files. All
fiFes ill the system are or a standard form with a data description at the
beginning, which allows any program to act on any data file. User access to
the system is by a set of simple commands:
EXEC defines a process to be carried out:

e.g., EXEC GRETSB calls for single-file retrieval
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Fl NO names a file to be acted on:

e.g., FIND CU40f999 CPURSE A DATASET

}t.1AKE names a file to- he loaded or overwritten

e.g., MAKE CU401998 NE\V' FILE

Strings of these commands may be linked together to perform complicated
precesses, as shown in the next section.

The translation of the user's commands Is carried Qn1,by a program called
the Executive Controller, which accesses tables of the files and programs
available in order to form a FORTRAN program and Job Control Language
corresponding to the precesses and Jiles required. Tots Executive Controller
is the interface between G-EXEC and the operating system of rhe host com
pu te r, and a]j Q'WS the mai ntena nee of a con Stan t user jnterrace independen t
of machine or installation, The Controller is. partly machine-dependent and
is usually installed by the system engineers, The program library, on the other
hand! is written in FORTRAN ]V arid may be added to or amended by the
installation's programmers as required, within certain system standards.

,PROBLEl\-I-SOLVING \VJTH G-EXEC
Problems in resource data handling" as with any other data, are hand led
in G-EXEC by splitting the overall task into its Iogical component subtasks.
Many subtasks are common to the succession of processing steps for many
different kinds or data. Thus, the software for most subtasks is. used many
times for handling data from different subject disciplines. Furthermore) the
structured and modular software design allows a programmer to build soft
ware for a new subtask very quickly-for example to perform calculations for
a new method of assessing the quality of a particular resource.

To illustrate the general methodology described above, a simple example
from the field of geochemistry is worked out+

Problem
It has been discovered that metal At which was previously only found in a
compound mineral which was difficult to smelt! occurs in an easily handled
com pou nd wi lb.meta] B. However, the Sf:parati on process requ ires abu ndan t
fresh. water. Find areas in country Z which are possible sites for mining
and separation operations. Data available:

] file of geological field data for country Z
A file of geochemical analyses for samples equivalent to fieJd sites in the

first fi~e
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Merge the two files. to produce
a composite file wi th one
recorded for each site. Link 15
on sample number

Select sam ples wi th high values
of A and B and also with
streams of large volume
denned by stream code
value 7 or above. Also check
HuHdata all in country Z

Preduce a iineprin let map of
sites with a coded magnitude
value for A at each

167

SOJunOD

.EXEC GSUBSTu,45,200
001 SAMPNUMB
FIND NXOOICHE CHEMISTRY OF Z

FlND NXOOIFLD FIELDDATA 'OF Z
MAKE TEMPF]LE'H4S~200 •
EXEC G.RETSB
000
FIND TEMPFILE
""'HEN A .GE. 50 .LE. 10000
WHEN B .GE.20 .LE.. 5000
\VHEN STR.r•.•.1CODE.GE.7 .i.e. ].0
\VORD COUNTRY .EQ. Z
HOLD XCOORDTEy YCOORDTE,

A .•B
END
MAKE TEMPFILE",4,200
EXEC GR1D,u4,200
000 J2 3
FIND TEMPFJ LE

This procedure would establish the position and magnitude of any
potentia] resources of A,. and lead the way fOT a Fuller investigation. An
exactly similar procedure could be carried out for metals M and N in country
Y by using the same methodology (but ehangbig the names wh-ere appropri
ate).

G~EXEC is designed to help the USer to approach problems of resource
assessment from a systematic viewpoint: the user maintains control of the
system but the software performs the routine and tedious tasks required to
solve the particular problem.

EXAMPLES OF TH_E USE or G-EXEC FOR
RESOURCE DATA HANDUN·G

The Institute of Geological Sciences uses G-EXEC for many of its data.
ha ndl,iog and analysis needs, among which are several resoUta: analysis
proj eels. These projects are all independent of one another but use the same
programs for data banking and analysis, so that the fi]~ are compatible with
each other. In several cases hierarcbies of files. have been set up for a project,
linked by ,a locational reference of some sort. Ifat some future date it becomes
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necessary to ~.~nkdata from different projects, these locational references
wilt provide a primary key fOT linking. Nearly aJI the analysisof each resource
is done by the scientists themselves, using the simple G·EXEC commands-«
the assistance of trained personnel is only required to ensure that the files
are' set up initially in a. logical manner. This approach ensures that users
understand what is being done' with their data and can take new Iines of
research as seem appropriate, whm!e' the programming staff can concentrate
OD developing new applications software if the project is very specialized,

A brief description is given in the foUowing pages of some of tt~lecurrent
resource-based projects using G-EXEC in Ollie branch of the 10S. Two of
these projects, MINTMINES and BRJTPl"fs,lire being set up by the Mineral
Intelligence Unit and contain information On economic mineral deposits.
M INTMl NES covers the whole wo rld whi le BRI1 PITS is.con f ncd to q \HL rr Ies
wi thin the United Kingdom, The third data ban k, and at presen t the most
ad vanced, j s ]\.11N Sl' ATS:jo a data ban k to provide prod uct ion and trade
statistics on an annual basis for mineral commodities throughout the world;
this is being developed by the Mineral Statistics and Economics Unit. The
Mineral Assessment Unit is currently carrying out surveys into sand and
grave] resources and limestone resources in certain areas of UK. The Radio
active and Melalliferous Minerals. Unit has a continuing program of geo
chemica I recon na issance in several areas of Bri tarn.

f\.''ONTIVIINES

MINTMINES (Mineral Intelligence Unit-s-Mines Data Bank) is a computer.
based storage an d retrieval system presently under development by the
Institute of Geologica] Sciences. It is designed to operate with in the G-EX EC
system.

MINTMINES offers a simple method of storing data relating to mining
operations throughout the world concerned wi th the exploiration of metal-

• j

liferolis and industrial minerals. The system could be extended to cover coal
mines eventually but would not be suitable for handling data on petroleum
production .. Although M]NTM [NES is primarily intended to deal with
information concerning active mines". it is possible to incorporate data on
specific mineral deposits which, although. not being currently mined. are of
economic interest.

First-Level Data
Basic data on mines which are to be recorded on M1NTMINES are entered
on :a first-level master file. Each mine is uniquely identified within this file
by three alphanumeric fields recording the country [Q which the mine is
J~ ted t the commodity produced; and. a loca][ty reference. The Iatier ¢a!l be

.•.:.



the 'name of the mine itself, or the place at which it.is located? 0r its Iati1ude
and longitude coordinates. Additional alphanumeric fields are provided 00

this file for basic derails of geology and mine ownership. If a mine produces
more than one commodity. records are made under each commodity.

The three fields which uniquely describe each record form a' keyfield
which is also incorporated in each record on second-level data files, Thus by
index-linking the two files, second-level data can 'be accessed via the lop-level
f Je as well as directly. •

Second-Level Data
III the present initial phase of development of M1NTMINES only one second
level file is.being built up. This will cover numeric information for the years
1975 to 1979 relating to crude ore treated, production of metal or con
ceo lra te, grade of concentrate) tonnage and teno r of ore rese rves. Jn addi tion I

space IS provided for a free text note on the reliability of the data entered and
any other remarks that are appropriate. It is intended that collection of data
for this file should he an on-going exercise. Quinquennial files are best suited
to the data processing facilities available and a new file for- 19.80 to 1984
will be created when necessary, Retrospective files for quinquennia prior to
1975 could be created ill response to any specific demand.

Other 1lldex·linked second-level files that are envisaged in future develop
ments will also be linked by the same three fields as key. These files might
include: details of company affiliations, further information 00 the geology,
a nd references to the literature.

The MINTMINES system is user-orientated in that the input is designed
SO as to require little formal training and can provide ftexibility of storage,
retrieval and statistical methods ..

BRITPITS

BRITP1TS is at data bank using the G-EXEC system designed to provide
data on United Kingdom mines and quarries. It will contain information on
the type of "mineral" extracted, the name of the quarry or mine, its location,
and th e gee logy of the deposit wo rked, .

Location by nat iona] grid reference wil1he the unique iden lifier for each
entryand win form the keyfield for purposes of alterations and linkage to any'
subsequent files, Further index-linked second-level files will contain such
information as the size and thickness and bulk physical-chemical properties
of the deposit exploited and the end '~se application of the minerals produced,
Retrieval wiU be possible by any or the field names or any combination of
these. Graphic 'plotting facilities win enable the data to be printed at varying
scales as overlays for geological and regional planning maps.
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l\.llNSf ATS

The Statistics and- Economics Unit of the Mineral Resources Division of
IGS is using the G-EXEC system to transfer their current records of world
mineral production and trade Into a computer data bank called MJNSTATS.
The statistics to be stored cover annual ser-ies of figures for production,
exports, and imports. of approximately 70 mineral commodities throughout
the world. The figures are up-dated every year, The data-base is relational
so that each record of a series of annual figures is described by four alpha
betic fields ~commodi ty, type 'Of data [i.e.• exports, imports, or prod uction),
co untry name, and subco mmod ity. Th is uniq ue descri ption serves as the
keyfield. The 'commodity/type' fields are sorted alphabetically and numeric
codes are atta-ched to the 'country' fidd in order to sort within 'commodity
type' down to 'subcommodity' and in order to sort within 'country' into a
predetermined order. Ret rieval is effected using any field wi thin the record
to access data. for any particular year or range or years,

At present the data-bank comprises about 12,500 records covering the
years 1966-1970 and sorting codes have been attached to about 3000 records.

Apart from the general objective of more efficient management of this
large number of statistics it is hoped to use MINSTATS as a basi s for an
annua Ipublication of a five-year series printed direct from magnetic tape and
for performing analytical statistics em the data held in store using G-EXEC
process programs. Specifically, forecasts based on regression analyses of
histo rical production wou [d complement analyses of reserves data held in
MINTMJNES~

SAND AND GRAVEL SURVEY S\TSTEI\-1

The purpose of the sand and grovel survey system is 'to estimate the available
resources of sand and gravel in UK. The overall system utilizes the'G~E.xEC
da ta hand Iing system so tha t the users can easily 0brain the requi red scien ti lie
output from their own data.

The detailed purpose or the survey illcludes the calculation of grade
percentages according to several schemes for mineral samples, di~rete
deposits, and for the total mineral content of the borehole. The sediments
are then classified according to the scheme of Folk and also In the Wlllman
In stl lute of Geological Sciences (IOS) M ineral Assessment Unit classification.
Graphical representations of the minera 1distribu lion and type in each bore
hole are also produced. Future plans include automated volume estimation
and computation .of means forselected resource blocks.

'The-inpu t to the :system tefiects elosc:ly the sheets used ill the odgi nal
manual system. There: are two separate documents which are used (o'J punch-
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ing and the punched cards produced from each document are stored in
separate G-STAR files in the G-EXEC system, The first document contains
data of reference type and data pertaining to the borehole-these jnclude
location, 'surface level, da.ta-;-drming contractor, and d.rUHog jnfonn~tkrn.
These data, when punched, are validated and loaded to a fi.leill the system.

Each record in this reference file refers to several records representing
units of lnhology down a. borehole, and records. representing each interval
form the content of the second liJct the data for which are punched from com
pleted second documents. The fields in this file refer to the position of the
sample in the borehole and the cumulative-percemage-data of percent of
the sample passing each of the sieve sizes.

For each mineral sample (each record in the second file), grade percent
ages for grouped class intervals are calculated. The percentages of fines,
sand, and gravel are computed and the sample is classified by the Folk and
\VilhnanjIOS Mineral Assessment Unit schemes,

For each mineral deposi t WJthin each borehole mean cum ulative grad iIlg
percentages are calculated, while for each borehole the mean cumulative
percentages for the total thickness of mineral deposits in the borehole are
computed. A summary log of each borehole is produced" based on mineral
deposits rather than on individual samples, Finally, in a separate step,
punched cards may be produced rOT further processing in other systems+

LIMESTONE QUAlJTY ANALYSIS

A survey is being carried out On the Iimestone resources of an area in Britain,
us;ng G·EXEC for the da 1abanking and.analysis. The inPUI data are iaitially
'in eight separate files, which are linked by an external index using a composite
keyfleld of quarter-sheet number, borehole number, and depth in borehole.
The files are on two hierarchic levels, the higher level consisting of One file
containing site reference data about eaeh borehole. Below this, one file
gives for each borehole the depth of top and bottorn and average strength" At
regu laT in tervals dow n each bo reho Ie various. propert ires have been measured,
divided into six files for convenience of input but merged at a later stage.. .
Chemical measurements include the bask Iimestcne parameters (Ca:O"
MgO,.S03, Na20, K20) and heavy mineral content (SrO, P20S, Cu, Pb,
ZO:r MuO,. Fe203. As). Minerals, fossil occurrences, color and etched color,
and litbology are also recorded for each depth.

The analysis of this data. consists largely of finding overall definltiens
of each area and facies typet in terms of quality parameters such as absence
of impurities and strength, The re lative abundance of each tyPe JS also investi
gated usi~gcontou r plots and simple point plots,

The types and area of J imestone are selected by sorting the filt or files
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00 a particular aspect such as area, formation, or facies. Having grQuped
together all the records pertaining to this unit, these are then treated in one
or more ways to Illustrate their properties. One approach calculates the
percentage of each lithology represen ted in the un it, or the percen tage of
'each improvernen t of the in501uole resid ue, A nattier technlq ue involve~
summing slmple statistics on each unit (facies, formation, area. or other
grouping) and usjng the results of these as definitions. of the: unit properties.
Point-plot maps of chemical components and contour maps of unit thickness
are also useful.

This arrangement is a typical case or user interaction with his data vis
simple commands, where the delay invol~d in writing a new program for
each application would be unacceptable. This application also mUslrate~ the
necessity for files to be processable in many different ways, including some
not foreseen at the time of setting up the file.

GEOCHEl\flCAL RECONNAlSSANCE

The Radioactive and Melaniferous Minerals Unit is currently carrying out
surveys, for other Government departments, in various parts of the country.
The rna terials of in terest a re usually beavy meta Is. Data .1s collec led from
stream sediments and soils, and after rigorous checks which include division
of samples and randomization of sample order t chemical analyses of several
types arc done. The output from the analysis equipment is largely automatic,
and complete analyses from a given sample location are unlikely to be avail
able until part way through the project. Four Or five different chemical data
f ies are built up as the data become available, and are merged as tbe
analyses are finished. Often one or two of each tYPe are missing so that the
merged filii:is a superset of the .ind ivid ual fires~Field data and locations are
then merged with the chemistry, and several kinds of maps produced, some
by systems outside G-EXEC, to which interfaces are provided. The dis
tribu tion of element popu lati ons, and in terrelation ships bet ween them,
are investigated using a large number of statistical techniques an available
wi thin G-EX EC.
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